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Effectiveness of Error Correction, Error Drill, Praise, Role
Reversal, and Hand Signals on Correct Rate, Error Rate,
and Comprehension
Tiffany Abrams and T. F. McLaughlin

,

l'hc purpose of' this study was to determine the effectiveness of drill, role reversal, and hand signals on corrccc and crror I E ~ ing I'rcclucncy and comprehension. The participant, "Sarah", was a grade-sixth student with learning disahilitics. Data werc
taken at the end of each session from Sarah's basal whole language reading materials. Thc teacher provitled vcrbi~lpraisc (c. g.
"gotd"and "well done") for improved student performance at the cnd of the session when chc participant's data wcrc ch;u1ed.
El'l'eccs of various procedures werc evaluated in an ABAC single subject replication design. During thc I'irst in~crventiona ~ o r
correction, crror drill, and praisc were evaluated. After a second baseline, a rolc-reversal procedure where thc salnc prtxcdurcs
wcrc used hut with "Sarah" functioning as the tutor and hand signals werc added. Outcomes indicated h a t Sarah's scclsay
words in contcxt significantly increased, while error Sicquency dccrwscd during both intcrvcntions, C'omprehcnsion scores
also improvcd. Implications of'thc outcomes and procedures for practice are discusscd.

Reading continues to be one of the most important academic skills taught to children in today's
!

~ c l i o o l ~Research
.
in reading indicates that the
child who reads well, has a very high probability
of being successful in school (Slavin, 1989;
Slavin, Madden, Dolan, Wasik, Ross, & Smith,
1994). If reading skills are not established, the
child has a greater chance of later dropping out of
school, as well as being incapable of performing
successfi~llyin today's society (Hart & Risley,
1995; Howard, McLaughlin, & Vacha, 1996;
Vacha & McLaughlin, 1992).
Several data-based and effective procedures from
Precision Teaching (Johnson & Layng, 1994;
Lindsley, 199 1) have been suggested to improve
the literacy of children and adults. These have
included allowing the student to reread the materials several times (Sweeney, Omness, Janusz, &
Cooper, 1 9921, error drill, where students practicc the words, phrases, or sentences which they
read incorrectly (Brunner, McLaughlin, &
Sweeney, 1993; Freeman & McLaughlin, 1984,
Smith, 1982), previewing the materials to be read
(Haring & Eaton, 1978; Smith 1982), employing
consequences when student performance reaches
late acquisition or fluency (Haring & Eaton,
1978; Smith 1982).
Precision Teaching can also permit students to
increase their opportunity to
respond
(Greenwood, 1991 ; Greenwood, Delquadri, &

Hall, 1984; Morgan & Jenson, 1088). One such
procedure has been assisted reading (Hagedorn
& McLaughlin, 1982) which exposes the child to
accurate reading patterns either with the teacher
modeling through reading or by hearing teachermade or commercially available tape recordings
of the reading passage as the child simultaneously reads orally the same passage. According
to Hoskisson (1975, p. 3 13) ,"... the experience
in reading they [the students] need in order to
acquire the visual or graphic features that will
allow them to use their knowledge 01' the natural
way they have learned their spoken Iitnguage."
Assisted or repeated rcading has been more
commonly used to build reading rate and fluency
in oral reading and to decrease thc number ol' errors (Gregori & McLaughlin, 1996; I-folmcs &
McLaughlin, 1987; Sweeney et al., IW2; Smith,
1979; Van Wagenen, Willianis, & McLaughlin,
1994; Gilbert, Williams, & McLaughlin, 1996;
Williams & Gilbert, 1984) than to improve comprehension
The purpose of this study was to ilnplcment and
evaluate a package 01' teaching tcc hni y ues that
included error correction and drill, role reversal,
hand signals, and praise. Data werc collected I'or
correct and error frequency for seelsay words in
the context with a 1 2-year-old male elc~iientary
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assistant. Data were taken for Sarah's correct
and error rates, as well as comprehension. This
last condition lasted for four sessions.

Results
Chart I: Correct and Error Rates: SeeISav
Words in Context During the first baseline condition, correct rate was low and averaged 57.5,
range 47 to 59, and error rate was low with a
niean ol' 59.5, range 55 to 67. With the implcmcntat io~iol' error correction, error drill, and
praisc, Si~r;rh'scorrect rate increased and averaged 76.25 with a range 57 to 103. Sarah's error
li-cquency decelerated to a mean of 37.25, range
I I to 57, indicating a cross-over jaws learning
picture. Return to baseline resulted in a further
increase in correct rate, mean 8 1. 25; range 68 to
9 I , and a small decrease in error rate (M =
32.75, range 23 to 46). The addition of hand
signals and role reversal to the treatment package
generated further increases in correct rate (M=
101; range 9 1 to 114) and decrease in errors (M
= 3.0, range 23 to 0). Some very impressive
celerations--x5 for corrects and +10 for errors-are seen.
A Friedman Two-Way-Analysis of Variance
(Siegel, 1956) across phases was calculated.
Differences between phases, corrected for tics,
wcrc foond to be significant ('&2 = 1 1 . 1 ; I, =
.01 12) Ibr both corrects and errors.
+

.

Chart 2: Freauencv of ThinkISay Comprehension
Questions For the first baseline, the number of
comprehension questions correctly answered
ranged from 0 to 2, M = I .25. The first intervention generated an increase in the number of comprehension questions answered correctly with
mean of 3.75, range 3 to 5 , Return to baseline
generated a decrease in the number of comprehension questions answered correctly (M = 2.25;
range 1 to 4). Adding role reversal and hand
signals increased the number of comprehension
questions answered correctly (M = 4.75; range 4
to 5). Friedman Two-Way-Analysis of Variance
(Siegcl, 19%) across phases showed differences
between phases, corrected for ties, to be significant (cr2 = 1 1.1; = .0 112) for both corrects and
errors.

Discussion
While correct and error rates were improved with
error correction, error drill, and praise, adding
role reversal and hand signals had the greater effect for both corrects and errors. Return to baseline did not decrease corrects or increase errors.
Academic behaviors are difficult to make to return to baseline levels (Kazdin, 1982; McLaughlin, 1983). Also, the student's rate of response
was approaching fluency lor the seckay words in
context; some niainlcnancc ol' tlcalmcnt effects
were being seen (Smith, 1082).
Comprehension scores did return to prior baseline levels. Sarah had tar less opportunity to
practice comprehension skills, con~paredto the
number of opportunities provided fill- seclsay
words in context. Other researchers have postulated greater maintenance of treatment cffccts
when the opportunity to practice a specific skill is
higher than when it is not. This procedure has
been labeled "build and sustain response fluency"
(Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer, 199 1). This outcome
has been documented in both the basic (Weiner,
1964) and applied research (Becker & Carnine,
1981; Young, West, Howard, & Whitney,
1986).
Sarah rcported that she cnjoycd the proccdulcs
with the words with which she h:ld tlifilculty
reading. She claimed they were l'un and helpful;
she especially en,ioyed o~won-ollc instruction
and role-revers:~l.
The teaching assistant also en-joycd participating
in the one-on-one reading with Sarah, noting that
in spite of Sarah's great difficulty with reading
words, she improved her conl'idencc with reading and learning other sub.ject-matter areas.
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